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1. Introduction
The numbers Cn = n2n + 1 where introduced, in 1905, by the Reverend J. Cullen [1] as a particular
case of the Proth family k2n + 1, where k = n. The analogous numbers Wn = n2n − 1 where intro-
duced as far as we know, in 1917, by Cunningham and Woodall [3]. Since then, the search for prime
numbers in this family has been accomplished by several authors, we only mention here the work of
Cunningham [2], Cunningham and Woodall [3], Robinson [9], Riesel [8] and Keller [5]. We refer to [5]
for more details. Following [5], we use the notations Cn (for “Cunningham numbers”) and Wn (for
“Woodall numbers”), while the term Cullen numbers is extended to both these families.
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positive integers k such that k2n +1 is composite for all n. In 1962, J. Selfridge showed that k = 78557
is a Sierpin´ski number. This is now believed to be the smallest Sierpin´ski number. As of the writing of
this paper, there are only 6 odd candidates k smaller than 78557 whose status with respect to being
Sierpin´ski or not remains to be decided (see [10]), namely,
10223, 21181, 22699, 24737, 55459, 67607.
In a similar vein, a Riesel number is an odd positive integer k such that k2n − 1 is composite for
all nonnegative integers n. They were ﬁrst investigated by H. Riesel [7] in 1956, four years before
Sierpin´ski’s paper. There are inﬁnitely many such numbers and it is believed that the smallest Riesel
number is 509203. Typically, the way to ﬁnd Sierpin´ski or Riesel numbers is the following. Assume
that (ai,bi, pi)ti=1 are triples of positive integers with the following properties:
cov for each integer n there exists i ∈ {1,2, . . . , t} such that n ≡ ai (mod bi);
ord p1, . . . , pt are distinct prime numbers such that pi |2bi − 1 for all i = 1,2, . . . , t .
Then one creates Sierpin´ski numbers k by imposing that
2aik ≡ −1 (mod pi) for i = 1,2, . . . , t. (1)
Since the primes pi are all odd for i = 1,2, . . . , t , it follows that for each i, the above congruence (1) is
solvable and puts k into a certain arithmetic progression modulo pi . The fact that the congruences (1)
are simultaneously solvable for all i = 1,2, . . . , t follows from the fact that the primes p1, p2, . . . , pt
are distinct via the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Every odd positive integer k in the resulting arith-
metic progression has the property that k2n + 1 is always a multiple of one of the numbers pi for
i = 1,2, . . . , t , and if k > max{pi: i = 1,2, . . . , t}, it follows that k2n + 1 can never be a prime. Sim-
ilarly, one creates Riesel numbers by taking odd numbers k such that 2ai k ≡ 1 (mod pi). Again, all
such numbers belong to a ﬁxed arithmetic progression modulo 2p1p2 . . . pt , and all but ﬁnitely many
of them will have the property that k2n − 1 is divisible by one of the primes p1, p2, . . . , pt for all
nonnegative integers n, and exceeds the largest one of them, therefore all such k are Riesel numbers.
It is also known that there are inﬁnitely many numbers which are both Riesel and Sierpin´ski.
In this case, the procedure is to ﬁnd a couple of sets of triples (ai,ε,bi,ε, pi,ε)
tε
i=1, for ε = −1 or 1,
such that for all primes p arising in both triples, say p = pi,−1 = p j,1, the congruences ε2ai,−1k ≡
−1 (mod pi,−1) and ε2a j,1k ≡ 1 (mod p j,1) coincide. In [4], Filaseta, Finch and Kozek have found that
the number k = 143665583045350793098657 is the smallest of the Riesel–Sierpin´ski numbers in
certain arithmetic progression given by the following triplets: the Sierpin´ski triplets are
{
(1,2,3), (0,3,7), (4,9,73), (10,18,19), (16,36,37), (34,36,109), (2,5,31),
(8,10,11), (5,15,151), (14,30,331), (56,60,61), (26,60,1321)
}
,
while the Riesel triplets are
{
(0,2,3), (3,4,5), (5,8,17), (1,16,257), (5,12,13), (9,24,241), (25,48,97)
}
.
On the other hand, in [6, Th. 1.1], Luca and Mejia Huguet showed that there are inﬁnitely many Fi-
bonacci numbers which are Riesel numbers and also that there are inﬁnitely many Fibonacci numbers
which are Sierpin´ski numbers. Using the technique from [6], we are going to prove the analogous re-
sult for Cullen numbers. More precisely, let (Cn)n0 and (Wn)n0 be the sequence of Cullen numbers
given by Cn = n2n + 1 and Wn = n2n − 1, for all n 0, respectively. We show that there are inﬁnitely
many Cullen numbers fulﬁlling the congruence system given by Filaseta, Finck and Kosek. Summariz-
ing, our main result is the following:
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41988231525567017419567132158576,
modulo
51409261600541515243210608930960,
are both Sierpin´ski and Riesel.
For the sequence Wn , we translate by 1 the congruence system given by Filaseta, Finck and Kosek
obtaining the Sierpin´ski triplets
{
(0,2,3), (1,3,7), (5,9,73), (11,18,19), (17,36,37), (35,36,109), (3,5,31),
(9,10,11), (6,15,151), (15,30,331), (57,60,61), (27,60,1321)
}
and the Riesel triplets{
(1,2,3), (0,4,5), (6,8,17), (2,16,257), (6,12,13), (10,24,241), (26,48,97)
}
.
With this system, we obtain the following:
Theorem 2. The Cullen–Woodall numbers Wm =m2m − 1, such that m is congruent to
10922075158847048672240898358992,
modulo
51409261600541515243210608930960,
are both Sierpin´ski and Riesel numbers.
The modulus appearing in the theorems equals the least common multiple of 6, 21, 657, 342,
1332, 3924, 155, 110, 2265, 9930, 3660, 79260, 20, 136, 4112, 156, 5784, 4656, which are periods of
the sequence (m2m) modulo 3, 7, 73, 19, 37, 109, 31, 11, 151, 331, 61, 1321, 5, 17, 257, 13, 241, 97,
respectively.
2. Cullen numbers which are Riesel and Sierpin´ski numbers
Let (Cn)n0 and (Wn)n0 be the sequence of Cullen numbers given by Cn = n2n + 1 and Wn =
n2n − 1, for all n 0, respectively.
Let (ai,ε,bi,ε, pi,ε)
tε
i=1, where ε = −1 or 1, be two sets of triplets satisfying conditions cov and ord
above, such that they are compatible in the sense explained above. Let k be a Sierpin´ski and Riesel
number constructed using the above system by the procedure indicated at the beginning of this note.
Then k ≡ ε2ai,ε (mod pi,ε) for all i = 1,2, . . . , tε . For a positive integer m, let h(m) be the period of
the Cullen sequence modulo m, and for an integer k let
C(k,m) = {0 n h(m) − 1: Cn ≡ k (modm)}+ h(m)Z
and
W(k,m) = {0 n h(m) − 1: Wn ≡ k (modm)}+ h(m)Z.
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Cn ≡ k mod m (resp., Wn ≡ k mod m). In order for the number k above to be a Cullen number it
is necessary that the congruence k ≡ Cki mod pi (resp., k ≡ Wki mod pi) has a solution ki for each
i = 1,2, . . . , t . But note that the set of solutions ki of the above congruence is precisely C(ε2ai,ε , pi,ε)
(resp., W(ε2ai,ε , pi,ε)). Thus, in order for some n to exist such that k can be taken to be of the form Cn
(resp., Wn), it is necessary and suﬃcient that
C =
⋂
ε=±1
tε⋂
i=1
C(ε2−ai , pε,i) = ∅
(
resp., W =
⋂
ε=±1
tε⋂
i=1
W(ε2−ai , pε,i) = ∅
)
.
Finally, note that Cn (resp., Wn) is always odd and, therefore, if C = ∅ (resp., W = ∅) then Cn
(resp., Wn) is a Riesel–Sierpin´ski number.1
3. Computational aspects of the problem
It is easy to perform an algorithm which computes C(ε2−a, p) for any given a and p. We discuss
the algorithm and compute these sets for the Filaseta, Finch and Kozek triplets in the following sec-
tion. We only notice here that C(ε2−a, p) is non-empty for every a and p. Moreover, we have the
following:
Lemma 3. Let p be any odd prime and let h(p) be the exponent of 2 modulo p. Then the sets C(ε2−a, p), for
ε = ±1, a = 0,1, . . . ,h(p) − 1, have exactly h(p) elements.
Proof. We want to solve the congruence Cn ≡ ε2−a mod p. In order to do so, we ﬁx the remainder
n ≡ r mod h(p). This allows us to compute 2n mod p. Indeed, put n = h(p)s + r and then 2n ≡
2h(p)s+r ≡ 2h(p)s2r ≡ 2r mod p, because 2h(p) ≡ 1 mod p. Now, using 2n ≡ 2r mod p, we get
Cn ≡ ε2−a mod p ⇐⇒ n2n + 1 ≡ ε2−a mod p
⇐⇒ n2r + 1 ≡ ε2−a mod p
⇐⇒ n ≡ ε2−r(2−a − 1) mod p
that is, for every remainder n ≡ r mod h(p), we demand further that n ≡ ε2−r(2−a − 1) mod p. Since
p and h(p) are coprime, because h(p)|p−1, we have a unique solution of Cn ≡ ε2−a mod p for every
such r. Since we can choose r in h(p) different ways, the set C(ε2−a, p) has exactly h(p) elements. 
Now we focus on ﬁnding criteria to determine whether or not the intersection set C =⋂tε
i=1 C(ki, pi) is non-empty, for some given system of congruences {(ki, pi)}ti=1. Our main tool is
the following:
Lemma 4. Let {
n ≡ a1 mod h1m1,
n ≡ a2 mod h2m2
(2)
1 Such numbers should be discarded if you are searching prime numbers with Proth’s theorem.
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0  a < (h2/h1)m1m2 such that h2|ah1 and such that n ≡ ah1 mod htm1m2 is a solution of the congruence
system.
Proof. Since hi |ai , there exist a′1,a′2 ∈ Z such that a1 = a′1h1 and a2 = a′2h2. Also, h1|n and n/h1 is an
integer satisfying {
n/h1 ≡ a′1 modm1,
n/h1 ≡ a′2(h2/h1) mod (h2/h1)m2.
But gcd(m1, (h2/h1)m2) = 1 and, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists a solution n/h1 ≡
a mod (h2/h1)m1m2 and, consequently, n ≡ ah1 mod h2m1m2. Note that h2|ah1, because ah1 satisﬁes
n ≡ a2 mod h2m2. 
We now observe that the moduli of the C(ε2−a, p)’s sets, which happens to be the periods h(p)
of Cm for each p’s, are one of the following three kinds:
a) h(p) ≡ 0 mod 15,
b) h(p) ≡ 0 mod 3 but h(p) ≡ 0 mod 5 and
c) h(p) ≡ 0 mod 5 but h(p) ≡ 0 mod 3.
In view of this, we restrict our search to elements of C(k, p) which are 0 mod 3, 1 mod 5 and
6 mod 15, respectively. This allows us to reduce considerably our computations.
4. List of C(ε2−ai,ε , p) sets
The sets C(−2−ai,−1 , p) for the sequence Cn are
C(−2−1,3) = {0,3} mod 6
C(−20,7) = {12,13,17} mod 21
C(−2−4,73) = {80,83,112,160,275,393,405,516,604} mod 657
C(−2−10,19) = {15,42,68,97,100,109,120,130,134,165,180,193,254,293,333,335,340,
341} mod 342
C(−2−16,37) = {28,46,87,91,238,315,331,332,355,357,366,473,563,569,649,696,724,
744,774,788,826,845,853,858,911,914,926,957,1017,1024,1046,1079,1100,1224,1263,
1273} mod 1332
C(−2−34,109) = {28,69,190,356,540,734,773,819,971,1039,1064,1138,1196,1239,1320,
1334,1411,1422,1649,1696,1942,1950,2064,2077,2341,2510,2514,2711,2847,3105,3137,3508,
3693,3757,3763,3839} mod 3924
C(−2−2,31) = {11,44,52,88,115} mod 155
C(−2−8,11) = {5,37,50,53,54,62,68,89,91,96} mod 110
C(−2−5,151) = {16,304,605,623,831,883,1367,1574,1871,1917,1930,1995,2118,2152,
2199} mod 2265
C(−2−4,331) = {95,399,466,594,1206,1927,2020,2268,2843,4286,4683,5161,5174,
5235,5383,6132,6777,7418,7672,7731,7961,8042,8134,8177,8180,8188,9059,9409,9565,
9660} mod 9930
C(−2−56,61) = {82,98,250,298,374,491,513,636,657,675,770,772,807,810,822,856,977,
1020,1128,1207,1288,1436,1477,1683,1825,1926,1971,1979,2033,2059,2064,2089,2401,2421,
2472,2603,2612,2675,2681,2694,2708,2800,2824,2898,2926,2927,2985,3055,3099,3122,3154,
3164,3211,3389,3425,3489,3493,3500,3566,3583} mod 3660
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20829,21303,24642,25222,26253,26447,28448,28463,30744,32318,32545,32593,34106,
35547,36928,37322,38339,41383,41598,42579,45007,45588,46692,50851,53584,55296,
57310,58097,59430,59460,61715,65834,68746,70385,70681,71741,71933,72294,72532,
73135,73639,74216,75051,75405,75417,75874,76211,76678,77909} mod 79260
The sets C(−2ai,1 , p) for the sequence Cn are
C(20,3) = {0,3} mod 6
C(2−3,5) = {7,13,14,16} mod 20
C(2−5,17) = {3,5,24,31,44,62,74,97} mod 136
C(2−1,257) = {128,253,261,321,546,787,1020,1030,1543,1928,2249,2538,2811,3092,4110,
4111} mod 4112
C(2−5,13) = {36,42,56,59,63,64,74,93,109,118,149,151} mod 156
C(2−9,241) = {732,1321,1552,1975,2022,2053,2072,2160,2241,2357,2374,2945,3268,3762,
3914,4079,4115,4291,4676,4791,4989,5331,5338,5726} mod 5784
C(2−25,97) = {25,53,144,191,382,419,517,609,798,861,885,1304,1322,1394,1558,1735,
1841,1842,1891,1916,1936,1943,1951,2002,2004,2150,2184,2223,2266,2497,2576,2652,2694,
2894,3015,3219,3245,3465,3496,3580,3785,3978,4043,4123,4180,4292,4333,4347} mod 4656
The sets W (ε2−ai,ε , p) are computed analogously.
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